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Abstract 

The Matrix-Forest Theorem 
the number of 

C>'-UUiiJL<hv.UA. obtained 
co:rresp,onc:llrtg to 

LJU,JjHLV.UIL of G is the 
.j and --di:i if i =I 

A J -cycle in G, for J ~ is a directed 
For any node i, an i-rooted tree in we mean a tree where 

one outgoing which has none. In other 
in the tree, the path between j and i in the tree directed towards tree 
is sometimes called an "in-directed arborescence".) If the tree reaches all the nodes 
m it is an i-rooted tree. 

For any node set I ~ by I -rooted spanning forest in G we mean a collection 
of i-rooted trees, one for each i E I, such that every node in V is in exactly one of 
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the components. For example, an Sp,:tnIllIJ.fl, forest IS simply an i-rooted 
spanning there exists no 

Theorem 1 
L and I s:.;:; 

(V, E) is a digraph with Laplacian 
then the number of I -rooted spanning forests in G is 

where 
i E I, 

denotes the submatrix obtained by 

The theorem will follow from this lemma: 

the i-th row and column for all 

Lemma 1 can be determined TPr'?I.T'l??IP/?1 by 

u 

where x is node V\ 

u 

which is 

We shall 
of certain submatrices of the .LId.(..Hi:LCldll 

The determinant of 
sci C the~t 

We shall prove the theorem 
certain element, An alternative form of 

a matrix E with x E 

A = axx det det 



This can be obtained as follows from the basic expansion, 

det A sgn 7r aj,1f(j)' 
1I"ESv jEV 

the sum into two to whether x is a of 7r or not. If x is 
not a let T be the cycle that contains x in the cycle decomposition of 7r, and 
let J be the set of elements in the cycle. Thus we have x E T E C] and, because x 

was not a fixpoint, IJI :;:::: 
detA 

+ sgn CJ ak,1f(k)' 

kEV\l 

Hence we can ..LL.H..LJ.Vii-'i.J 

the basic '-'""'-fJ<hJLi»'-V.U 

The theorem is now induction on the size of submatrix 
if VI, then is the matrix. Since there is 

"iJ'CU1J.1H.llf, forest and det 1, the statement is true. it 
p and consider a subset V with \ II 

with 

N. 

1976. 
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